Based on chaotic scrambling, we proposed a digital image watermarking scheme in interpolatory orthogonal multiwavelets transforming domain. At first, the logistic chaotic mapping and arnold transformating are employed to scramble the original watermarking image, then the watermark information is embedded into the middle frequency interpolatory orthogonal multiwavelets transforming coefficients of the image. Experimental results showed that the scheme has high secrecy intensity and ability against the general image processing attack.
Introduction
The digital image watermarking technology has become a novel and broad applied prospects' research focus in today's information science field. Usually, the digital image watermark should be required to meet three basic demands (Lu et al., 2006) : security, transparency and robustness. It has been proved that the chaotic mapping has the characteristics of higher sensitivity for initial value, stronger security, larger key space and non-periodic. Nowadays, it has many ways to improve the performance of the digital image watermarking algorithm based on chaotic mapping such as taking the chaotic mapping sequence for watermarking signal (Xiang et al., 1999) , the watermarking signal being embedded randomly (Gao & Zhang, 2007) , scrambling the watermarking signal and so on (Fan & Sun, 2006) . Commonly, the magic transforming and arnold transforming could be used for scrambling digital image, they also can be used for encrypting digital image, but the shortcomings of the magic transforming and arnold transforming are distinct such as their key space is less, the scrambled matrix is periodic and the scrambled image will be reverted to the original image with many times magic transforming or arnold transforming. The results in the attacker can crack and recovery the watermarking image easily when the watermarking algorithm is public. When employing chaotic mapping for scrambling the digital image only, it will make up a permutation group which results in lower security performance. In order to improve the security performance of the scrambled digital image watermark, one way is to enlarge the key space and overcome the effects of the permutation group, for this purpose the paper combined arnold transforming and logistic chaotic mapping to scramble the meaningful grayscale digital image watermarking. Nowadays, in order to take account of the transparency and robustness of digital image watermarking, the watermarking information are embedded into the image's DCT or DWT transforming coefficients (Jiao & Ding, 2011) .
At present, the digital image watermarking algorithm based on wavelet transforming becoming the focus study of the transforming domain's watermarking algorithm is due to the wavelet transforming is more suitable for human visual system than the DCT transforming in image processing, compatible with most international image processing standards, resisting cutting and lossy compression encoding such as JEPG more effectively (Zhao & Qi, 2004) . signal processing applications. While the interpolatory orthogonal multiwavelets transforming makes the multiresolution analysis decomposing or coefficients reconstructing to be calculated by their sampled points without of calculating inner product (Yang, 2006) , so that it makes the multiwavelets transforming of scalar sequence leaving out prefiltering (Xia et al.,1996) , and improving the computational efficiency greatly, which makes the interpolatory orthogonal multiwavelets being popular in some applied fields (Jiang et al., 2009 ).
The paper proposed a digital image watermarking algorithm which combined arnold transforming and logistic chaotic mapping for scrambling the grayscale digital image watermarking in interpolatory orthogonal multiwavelets transforming domain.
The Combinational Chaotic Scrambling of Watermarking Image
The discrete chaotic calculating based on computer is generally limited accuracy, which brings great negative impact to the performance of the chaotic system and results in dynamics degradation (Sehmitz, 2001) . It has been theoritically proved that the fixed-length collection of chaotic binary sequences will constitute a group under the XOR operating (Ding & Wang, 2009) , these resulted in the multiple encrypting to be null and void when did XOR operating to the data stream with chaotic binary sequences as key for encrypting only, and the collection of two-dimensional N N × chaotic scrambled matrixes composed of a finite permutation group with the order N N × under the permutation operating. The paper proposed a scrambling algorithm which combined arnold transforming with logistic chaotic mapping, it overcomed the dynamics degradation of discrete chaotic system, trivial key space phenomenon and the single chaotic iterative trajectory being exposed, it improved the security of the scrambling algorithm also. When scrambling the digital image watermark with the combination of arnold transforming and logistic chaotic mapping, it could not only change their positions between the pixels and avoid effectively the shorter cycles of arnold transforming by the logistic chaotic mapping sequence, but also overcome the permutation group effect of the single rows or columns permutating of matrix (Jiao & Ding, 2011) . Two-dimensional arnold mapping defined as follows:
. Obviously, the two-dimensional arnold mapping is chaotic mapping (Jiao & Ding,2011) , and is of cyclical phenomenon, for the scrambled watermark image by the two-dimensional arnold mapping provided that the scrambing algorithm was public, then one can make a recovery from the original image by starting to iterate in limited steps with any state of the scrambling space.
The basic logistic chaotic mapping defined as follows:
is the branch coefficient, when 3.5699456< 4 ≤ μ , the logistic chaotic mapping works in chaotic state (Li & Hou, 2006; Sun & Lv, 2006) .
It has been proven theoretically that two different chaotic sequence y will be zero cross-correlational, which reflects the extreme sensitivity of the logistic chaotic mapping to initial. To strengthen the security of the embedded watermark, at first, scanning the scrambled watermark image in accordance with formula (1) into an one-dimensional vector, and then, scrambling the vector by means of a same sized logistic chaotic sequence which was generated from the formula (2), thus, it avoided the short cycle of arnold transforming and the group effects of simple chaotic scrambling.
Specifically, the paper used 128×128 sized grayscale digital images to be watermarking image as shown in figure  1 , at first, scrambling the watermarking image in accordance with the formula (1), then, scanning the scrambled watermarking image into an one-dimensional vector, at last, taking a branch factor ] 4 , 5699456 .
to generate a chaotic sequence in accordance with the formula (2) to scramble the vector again. The combinational scrambled watermarking image is shown in Figure 2 , further experiments showed that the arnold transforming cycle of 128×128 sized images is ninety-six. 
Signal Decomposition and Reconstruction by Interpolatory Orthogonal Multiwavelets
to be a continuous compactly supported orthogonal multiscaling function, ) ( 0 t φ and )
and vector refinement equations of the form
is a finitely supported sequence of 2 × 2 matrices. Let
to be a continuous compactly supported orthogonal multiwavelets function which is generated by
, then ϕ has the same interpolatory property
and satisfies vector refinement equations of the form
is a finitely supported sequence of 2× 2 matrices.
according to the formula (4) and (6), established the following fast decomposition and reconstruction algorithm of advantage of interpolatory orthogonal multiple refinable functions is that the coefficients in the multiresolution representation can be realized by sampling instead of inner products.
The Embedding Algorithm of Watermarking Image
Assuming the carrier grayscale digital image X is of the size
is the grayscale gradation of X in the pixel (m, n), the grayscale watermarking image W is of the size
is the grayscale gradation of W in the pixel (m, n). Without lost of generality, assuming the size of watermarking image is less than the size of the carrier image, and is subjected to Because of the human eye is more sensitive to low-frequency image region than the high-frequency image region, it was said to ensure the invisibility of the watermark that the watermarking information should be embedded into the high-frequency component of the carrier image, however, every kind of image processing operating will make serious destroying to the high-frequency component of the image and result in poor robustness of the watermark image. To find a medium between the invisibility and robustness of watermark, we should embed the watermarking information into the median-frequency coefficients of the carrier image in multiwavelets transforming domain, hence, we proposed following embedding algorithm of watermarking image:
Step 1: Taking a positive integer T, then doing T modul 96 times arnold transforming to the grayscale digital watermarking image W in accordance with formula (1), and provided the transformed image is W;
Step 2: Taking a branch factor μ from the interval (3.5699456, 4], and initial seed 0
x from the interval (0, 1) to generate a chaotic sequence {
} in accordance with the logistic mapping formula (2);
Step 3: Scanning Step 4: Making 1 2 − p layers interpolatory orthogonal multiwavelets decomposition to the carrier image X , (here we choose the interpolatory orthogonal multiwavelets with multiplicity two constructed in literature (Zhou, 2002) , and letting the last layer's multiwavelets decomposition coefficients of block form:
Step 5: Embedding the scrambled watermarking image d W into the sub-block HL and LH in accordance with the formula (10) and (11) respectively;
where α ) 1 , 0 ( ∈ represents the embedded strength of watermarking, the bigger value of α , the stronger the watermarking image in the watermarked image, but it will degenerate the watermarked image, Conversely, the smaller value of α , the better visual quality of the watermarked image, but it will weaken the robustness of the watermarking image in the watermarked image at the same time, hence, the value of α should be involved a trade-off between invisibility and robustness of the watermarking image in the watermarked image;
Step 6: Making inverse interpolatory orthogonal multiwavelets transforming with the coefficients which have been embedded watermarking information in step 5 to get the watermarked image w X .
The Extracting Algorithm of Watermarking Image
Because of extracting the watermarking image from the watermarked image is an inverse process of embedding, we proposed an extracting algorithm of digital watermarking image in accordance with the embedding algorithm of watermarking image:
Step 1: Making 1 2 − p layers interpolatory orthogonal multiwavelets decomposition to the original image X and the watermarked image w X respectively (here, w X has been degenerated or attacked potentially);
Step 2: Extracting two watermarking images from their sub-block HL and LH in accordance with the formulas (10) and (11) respectively, then, letting
to be the scrambled watermarking image that is the average of the extracted two watermarking images;
Step 3: To get the transitional watermarking image ' d W , making use of the logistic chaotic sequence www.ccsenet.org/cis Computer and Information Science Vol. 6, No. 2; 2013 
Evaluating the Algorithm
Generally, we should evaluate the watermarking algorithm from both sides invisibility and robustness. By the contrast of the extracted watermarking image ' W and the original watermarking image W , we can determine the degree of similarity between them visually, but such a subjective or intuitive judgement is often subject to the observer's experience, environmental conditions and so on, therefore, it's necessary to take quantitative measurement to the degree of similarity. On one hand, the normalized degree of similarity ( NDS) is applied to evaluate the robustness of the watermarking algorithm (Pan & Gao, 2002) :
Clearly,
, and the larger value of NDS, the better similarity between the original watermarking image and the extracted watermarking image, on the other hand, the peak signal to noise ratio( PSNR ) is applied to evaluate the degree of distortion of the watermarked image w X contrast with the carrier image X , i.e., evaluating the invisibility of the watermarking algorithm:
Generally, the larger value of PSNR , the higher fidelity of the watermarked image.
Experimental Results and Analysis
We used the 512 × 512 sized Lena grayscale image to be a carrier image for embedding watermarking information, shown in Figure 3 , the watermarking image that was shown in Figure 1 was embedded into the carrier image in accordance with the embedding algorithm, the watermarked image is shown in Figure 4 , the extracted watermarking image in accordance with the extracting algorithm from Figure 4 is shown in Figure 5 . Attacking the watermarked image by cutting, median filtering, JPEG compressing and adding the additional Gaussian white noise (AGWN) respectively, where the median filter of size 3 × 3, the JPEG compression quality to be 10, the AGWN variance to be 0.2, the extracted watermarking images from the attacked watermarked images are shown in Figure 6 to Figure 9 . The experimentations showed that the extracted watermarking images were still clear despite any traditional attacking, especially, the robustness of anti-JPEG compressing worked well. The numerical effects of evaluating the algorithm in accordance with the formulas (12) and (13) are shown in Table 1 . 
Results
The experimental results showed that the characteristic of nonperiodic and pseudo-randomness of chaotic sequence improved the robustness of the watermark embedding algorithm, the combinational scrambling the watermarking image with arnold transforming and chaotic sequence improved the security of the watermark embedding algorithm, the interpolatory properties of multiwavelets enables us to find the multiresolution decomposition coefficients from the samples of the signal rather than the inner products, i.e. it improved the computational efficiency of the algorithm greatly. The experimentations showed that the quality of the watermarked image was better and there was stronger resistance against general image processing such as cutting, median filtering, JPEG compressing, noising, i.e., the watermarking algorithm has good concealment and robustness, it makes the algorithm to have better practical application value.
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